
 

KEYMACRO is a toolbar for Internet Explorer and Netscape browser which can significantly reduce the number of keystrokes needed to visit web sites. Keymacro features: · Supports shortcut keys for all web browsers (Internet Explorer, Netscape, Mozilla, Opera, etc.) · Keymacro can be used as a keyboard replacement · Designed for use with the Microsoft Windows operating system · Most useful functions are activated
by hotkeys or by using macros · You can use Keymacro as a keyboard replacement for Internet Explorer · Contains 3 different versions for use with Windows, Netscape and Internet Explorer · Installs in seconds · 100% Safe * History: · Visit web sites without typing long URLs · Optimize speed, efficiency and save time · Faster web browsing, saving time · Reducing time for visiting web sites · History automatically stored in
the software · 30 days of time history support · The feature is fully compatible with XP and Vista · Clean and easy-to-use interface · Easy to use the system · Modifications to the bookmarks without the need to re-save them · Use the shortcuts Ctrl+Alt+K, or use the following shortcuts: - Ctrl+B opens the current page in the background, without losing the focus. - Ctrl+K closes all tabs and windows - Ctrl+F opens a search
engine - Ctrl+F opens the location bar - F4 leaves the current site - Ctrl+N opens a new window - Ctrl+O opens a new tab - Ctrl+Shift+T opens a new tab in the current window - Ctrl+Shift+L opens the back button on the browser - Ctrl+Shift+W closes the current window - Ctrl+Shift+O closes all windows and tabs - Ctrl+Alt+R reloads the current page - Ctrl+Alt+E enters the Address bar - Ctrl+F returns to the current
address - Ctrl+R returns to the previous page - Ctrl+W closes the current window - Ctrl+T opens a new tab - Ctrl+Shift+T opens a new tab in the current window - Ctrl+F opens the back button on the browser - Ctrl+Shift+F opens the forward button on the browser - Alt+Left Arrow and Alt+Right Arrow move the cursor to the beginning and the end of the URL - Alt+Up Arrow and Alt+Down 70238732e0
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KeyGen KeyGen is a Windows utility that helps you generate strong keys, without having to use any programming skills. This is the most important tool of the suite as most of the encryption systems in use today (RSA, AES, Blowfish and Twofish) make use of these keys. They're also required to do decryption properly. All you need to do is provide the key, and in just a few seconds, KeyGen will provide you with your own
private key. KeyGen is also free, and a recommended tool for “newbies”. KeyDerive KeyDerive is another Windows utility that aims to provide users with strong encryption algorithms. Like KeyGen, KeyDerive can be used as a free tool as well. This tool gives you access to the most used strong encryption algorithms like AES, Twofish, Blowfish and CAST5. It’s especially useful for developers as they can choose their own
cipher while they develop their application. KeyGen Features: + Supports all algorithms with the following algorithms: 3DES, CAST5, AES, Blowfish, Twofish, Twofish-256, Twofish-512. + Encrypts files, split them and generates the encryption key for each file. + Supports all standard input file formats: plain, MIME, ELF, zpl, zip, etc. + Supports all standard output file formats: plain, zpl, zip, PEM, etc. + Automatically
selects the input and output formats for any file format. + Supports all standard input file formats: plain, MIME, ELF, zpl, zip, etc. + Automatically selects the input and output formats for any file format. + Encrypts files, split them and generates the encryption key for each file. + Supports all standard input file formats: plain, MIME, ELF, zpl, zip, etc. + Automatically selects the input and output formats for any file
format. + Encrypts files, split them and generates the encryption key for each file. + Supports all standard input file formats: plain, MIME, ELF, zpl, zip, etc. + Automatically selects the input and output formats for any file format. + Encrypts files, split them and generates the encryption key for each file. + Supports all standard input file formats: plain,
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